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Society, Resistance and Civil Nuclear Policy in India 2020-11-29 this book explores how anti nuclear social movements impact the state s civil nuclear policy and its implementation by presenting a
historical comparative case study of anti nuclear movements in india drawing on social movement theory and empirical methods the book demonstrates that the ability for anti nuclear movements to
impede the inception of nuclear plants a key element of india s civil nuclear policy is determined by the movement s collective action repertoires the politicisation of nuclear power and the state s larger
developmental paradigm and the openness of state input structures the case studies of anti nuclear movements in haripur kudankulam and kovvada demonstrate how the implementation of civil nuclear
policy is also determined by the state s technical and financial capacity and effective international collaboration with a focus on theorisation of social movements and their impact combined with
empirical studies of anti nuclear movements as well as the historical trajectory of civil nuclear development the book adds a new prism to the study of india s civil nuclear policy and anti nuclear
opposition it will be of interest to researchers working on social movements state society relations energy studies and civil nuclear energy in the context of south asia and the global south
Science & Technology for UPSC & State PSC Civil Services Prelim & Main Exams 2020-04-06 india year book 2020 is one of the most important source materials for upsc ias preparation the book is
one source that covers all the information needed regarding various programs and policies launched by the government which is very helpful for civil services exams for both prelims and mains of ias
examinations the india year book information ranging from urban to rural india industry to infrastructure art and culture technology and science to economy health defence education and mass
communication is put together information about sports national events and international events having relevance to india are also depicted in this book india yearbook 2020 new edition volume 2 every
year grasp ias publishes gist of the india year book for upsc exam in two parts which covers the important chapters of the book in point format we have covered the data programmes policies
institutions recent initiatives which are important from both prelims and mains point of view of upsc ias examinations 2020
India Yearbook 2020-21 for Civil Services Examination 2020-11-20 general science the current edition of upsc civil services prelims solved papers g s general science 26 years topic wise solved papers
1995 2020 is prepared for a manner that will be very helpful for those aspirants who is preparing to upcoming exams the book is divided into 4 topics as physics chemistry biology science and
technology along with detailed coverage of all questions answers errorless explanations asked in upsc prelims gs paper 1 general science part from 1995 to 2020 the book presents complete and most
relevant study matter as per competitive exams the book is 100 per cent helpful for cracking g s paper of the prelims to get the opportunity for writing ias main exam this book will provide an idea of
questions that have been asked in the previous years exams so aspirants can do better preparation for upcoming examinations presentation of language is simple and clear
UPSC CIVIL SERVICES PRELIMS SOLVED PAPERS G.S. GENERAL SCIENCE 26 YEAR TOPIC WISE SOLVED PAPERS 1995-2020 (Competitive Exam Book) 1954 the presented book covers the questions
of the upsc civil services examination of general studies in topic wise solved papers of the last 28 years 1995 2022 csat 2011 2022 all chapters have been prepared according to the previous year s
upsc civil services prelims paper i il the book has also been incorporated with information instructions for civil services exams plan schemes of examinations tips strategies along with time management
for civil services exams preparation explanations are error free as well as precise asked questions are arranged in topics such as history of india physical indian world geography indian polity
governance economic social development general issues on environment ecology bio diversity climate change general science general knowledge and current events in csat question papers are categorised
such as general comprehension interpersonal skills communication decision making basic numeracy mental ability analytical logical reasoning and english language the book also provides list of 31 years
upsc main essay questions papers section wise along with 350 probable essay topics this book provides an idea of nature of questions asked in the previous year s exams covers important information
instructions for ias exam plan schemes of examinations prelims main new syllabus for prelims main gs tips strategies for civil services exams preparation trend analysis cut off marks year category wise
pt main trend analysis questions asked subject wise year wise sources for prelims main exams preparation
Revision of Civil Aeronautics Act 2022-07-13 this highly topical book exposes the tensions between state policies of broadcasting regulation and practices of civil society in the asian region which is
struggling with its incorporation into a new globalised electronic information and entertainment world kitley critically compares western principles of broadcasting civil society and cultural
regulation with alternative asian practices of regulation and organisation over the past forty years asian states have used television as a normative cultural force in nation building but more
recently many states have deregulated their television sectors and introduced national commercial and international satellite services as asian states wrestle with a perceived loss of cultural
control and identity through deregulation this book considers their viewpoints and the question of whether the television public sphere offers space for the representation of popular sovereignty and
transversal concerns about human rights press freedom gender environmental and world trade issues
UPSC Civil Services Preliminary Exam-2023, 28 Years Topic-wise Solved Papers 1995–2022 General Studies & CSAT Paper-I & II 2003-08-29 guatemala el salvador nicaragua and honduras are
four spanish speaking countries in central america that possess uniformed military institutions these four countries represent different approaches to reforms of civil military relations and embody
varying degrees of success in both institutional democratization and the managing of security forces in this book orlando j p�rez expertly examines the competing theories of civil military relations in
central america to advance our understanding of the origins consequences and persistence of militarism in latin america divided into four parts p�rez begins by proposing a theoretical framework for
analyzing civil military relations including an analysis of how u s foreign and military policy affects the establishment of stable civilian supremacy over the armed forces part two examines the
institutional and legal structures under which civil military relations are carried out revealing in part three the reorientation of the missions and roles performed by the armed forces in each country
the concluding part analyzes the role beliefs of members of the military and public opinion about the armed forces in relation to other institutions combining both qualitative and quantitative data
p�rez bridges the gap between structural and cultural analyses for a more comprehensive understanding of the links between micro and macro level factors that influence civil military relations and



democratic governance
Television, Regulation and Civil Society in Asia 1967 a systematic investigation of the connection between civil society and political change in asia change toward open participatory and accountable
politics its findings suggest that the link between a vibrant civil society and democracy is indeterminate certain civil society organizations support democracy thers could undermine it
Riots, Civil and Criminal Disorders 2005 a study that demonstrates how crucial civil society has been to democratic transition democratic failure and the recent ongoing efforts to reform deepen and
consolidate democracy in korea
Civil Society and Poverty Reduction 2006 this book brings together disparate views which attempt to locate india in the contemporary international legal order the essays endeavour to explore
critically india s role and attitude towards international law in various fields and its influence and contribution in the development of the latter the contributions are also of historical value as
they analyse the present as part of a historical trajectory drawing upon the current and historical practices from their respective fields the authors attempt to highlight some critical aspects
involving india and international law these aspects broadly underline india s drift from its traditional role as an ally and proponent of the third world towards the pragmatism of self interest
behaviour that is often compelled by internal political and economic conditions as well as the dictates of external forces
United States-India Peaceful Atomic Energy Cooperation and U.S. Additional Protocol Implementation Act 2015-04-10 this book focuses on the changing role of media in the more democratised
political landscape of south korea it contributes to debates about the emerging role of the media in democratic transition especially in relation to approaches that go beyond traditional western
constructs of media freedom and the relationship between the state and the media
Civil-Military Relations in Post-Conflict Societies 1842 table of contents
Course of Civil Engineering 1842 a powerful and unique study of the realities and long term impact of occupation mussolini s greek island reveals the italian dictator s imperial vision the mechanisms of
italian occupation and its tragic consequences the small island of syros is a vital entry point illuminating italian imperialism its ethos fascist connection pretension and administrative achievements
marred by famine here lecoeur examines the devastating effects of war and occupation on the local community starvation corruption and survival and drawing on local archives and interviews with
survivors offers new insight into this crucial but little known episode enriching our understanding of mussolini s hegemonic visions and the mechanisms of occupation a key issue of our times this path
breaking book will appeal to scholars of fascism world war ii and military occupation in general
Course of Civil Engineering, comprising plane trigonometry, surveying, and levelling, with their application. vol. 1 2004 faced with the economic pressures of globalization many countries have sought
to curb the fundamental right of workers to join trade unions and engage in collective action in response trade unions in developed countries have strategically used their own governments commitments
to human rights as a basis for resistance since the protection of human rights remains an important normative principle in global affairs democratic countries cannot merely ignore their human rights
obligations and must balance their international commitments with their desire to remain economically competitive and attractive to investors human rights and labor solidarity analyzes trade unions
campaigns to link local labor rights disputes to international human rights frameworks thereby creating external scrutiny of governments as a result of these campaigns states engage in what
political scientist susan l kang terms a normative negotiation process in which governments trade unions and international organizations construct and challenge a broader understanding of
international labor rights norms to determine whether the conditions underlying these disputes constitute human rights violations in three empirically rich case studies covering south korea the united
kingdom and canada kang demonstrates that this normative negotiation process was more successful in creating stronger protections for trade unions rights when such changes complemented a
government s other political interests she finds that states tend not to respect stronger economically oriented human rights obligations due to the normative power of such rights alone instead trade
union transnational activism coupled with sufficient political motivations such as direct economic costs or strong rule of law obligations contributed to changes in favor of workers rights
Civil Society and Political Change in Asia 2000 this book studies the sources of inequality in contemporary south korea and the social and political contention this engenders korean society is
becoming more polarized demands for economic democratization and a fairer redistribution of wealth occupy centre stage of political campaigns debates and discourse the contributions offer perspectives
on this wide ranging socio political change by examining the transformation of organized labour civil society the emergence of new cleavages in society and the growing ethnic diversity of korea s
population bringing together a team of scholars on korea s transition and democratization the story the books tells is one of a society acutely divided by the neo liberal policies that accompanied and
followed the asian financial crisis taken together the contributions argue that tackling inequalities are challenges that korean policy makers can no longer postpone the solution however cannot be
imposed once again from the top down but needs to arise from a broader conversation including all segments of korean society the book is intended for a readership interested in south korean politics
specifically and global experiences in transition more generally
The Politics of Democratization in Korea 2018-06-26 this book examines three ironic phenomena of south korean democracy that have developed after its democratic transition in 1987 while the
evaluation of south korea s political system by external institutions has steadily improved people s trust in the nation s political system continues to decline however in the face of political distrust
unlike in western democracies voter turnout has increased even though political participation and the political influence of citizens have been strengthened over time the political influence of civic
organizations that fostered the initial democratization movement in the 1980s has weakened parallel to the decline in citizens confidence in these organizations why is south korean democracy witnessing
ironic phenomena that cannot be succinctly explained by existing theories of political development or democracy this book seeks these answers within the framework of a twotrack democracy that is the



interplay between institutional and contentious politics a model of democracy that combines contentious politics with formal politics can shed light on this phenomenon yun proposed that the
traditional hierarchical and elite centered political system is no longer sustainable in order to resolve the democratic deficiency perceived by citizens it is necessary to consider a new model of
democracy beyond the improvement of representative democracy moreover the new model of democracy should be based on a fusion of institutional politics and contentious politics the book will appeal
to scholars and students interested in the politics of south korea democratization and democracy more generally
Locating India in the Contemporary International Legal Order 2012 based on more than 12 years of systematic investigation on earthquake disaster simulation of civil infrastructures this book
covers the major research outcomes including a number of novel computational models high performance computing methods and realistic visualization techniques for tall buildings and urban areas with
particular emphasize on collapse prevention and mitigation in extreme earthquakes earthquake loss evaluation and seismic resilience typical engineering applications to several tallest buildings in the
world e g the 632 m tall shanghai tower and the 528 m tall z15 tower and selected large cities in china the beijing central business district xi an city taiyuan city and tangshan city are also
introduced to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed computational models and techniques the high fidelity computational model developed in this book has proven to be the only feasible option
to date for earthquake induced collapse simulation of supertall buildings that are higher than 500 m more importantly the proposed collapse simulation technique has already been successfully used in
the design of some real world supertall buildings with significant savings of tens of thousands of tons of concrete and steel whilst achieving a better seismic performance and safety the proposed novel
solution for earthquake disaster simulation of urban areas using nonlinear multiple degree of freedom mdof model and time history analysis delivers several unique advantages 1 true representation of
the characteristic features of individual buildings and ground motions 2 realistic visualization of earthquake scenarios particularly dynamic shaking of buildings during earthquakes 3 detailed
prediction of seismic response and losses on each story of every building at any time period the proposed earthquake disaster simulation technique has been successfully implemented in the seismic
performance assessments and earthquake loss predictions of several central cities in china the outcomes of the simulation as well as the feedback from the end users are encouraging particularly for the
government officials and or administration department personnel with limited professional knowledge of earthquake engineering the book offers readers a systematic solution to earthquake disaster
simulation of civil infrastructures the application outcomes demonstrate a promising future of the proposed advanced techniques the book provides a long awaited guide for academics and graduate
students involving in earthquake engineering research and teaching activities it can also be used by structural engineers for seismic design of supertall buildings
Media and Democratic Transition in South Korea 2003-05-19 the focus of this book is on the interaction between the civilian government and the military in asian and african countries the authors have
gone to great lengths to provide an accurate analysis of both the advantages and the shortcomings of the respective countries attempts to reach civil military cooperation each article provides the
reader with the information necessary to make a preliminary judgement on the efficiency of the given country s ability to achieve harmony between their government and their military
Korea's Democratization 2015-06-19 complexity security and civil society in east asia offers the latest understanding of complex global problems in the region including nuclear weapons urban
insecurity energy and climate change detailed case studies of china north and south korea and japan demonstrate the importance of civil society and civic diplomacy in reaching shared solutions to these
problems in east asia and beyond each chapter describes regional civil society initiatives that tackle complex challenges to east asia s security in doing so the book identifies key pressure points at which
civil society can push for constructive changes especially ones that reduce the north korean threat to its neighbors unusually this book is both theoretical and practical complexity security and civil
society in east asia presents strategies that can be led by civil society and negotiated by its diplomats to realize peace security and sustainability worldwide it shows that networked civic diplomacy
offers solutions to these urgent issues that official complex diplomacy cannot by providing a new theoretical framework based on empirical observation this volume is a must read for diplomats
scholars students journalists activists and individual readers seeking insight into how to solve the crucial issues of our time
Mussolini's Greek Island 1994 this book illustrates why both academic research and policy thinking need to factor in gender hierarchies and structures if they are to address some of the key challenges
of contemporary societies the widespread informality and insecurity of paid work and the crisis of care
In Search of Divine Light 2012-07-24 mechanics models and methods in civil engineering collects leading papers dealing with actual civil engineering problems the approach is in the line of the italian french
school and therefore deeply couples mechanics and mathematics creating new predictive theories enhancing clarity in understanding and improving effectiveness in applications the authors of the
contributions collected here belong to the lagrange laboratory an european research network active since many years this book will be of a major interest for the reader aware of modern civil
engineering
Human Rights and Labor Solidarity 2017-09-06 this book engages with debates regarding the relationship between organized labour and neoliberal globalization through a casestudy of the korean
labour movement
Korea’s Quest for Economic Democratization 2023-03-02 this book explores the evolution of social movements in south korea by focusing on how they have become institutionalized and diffused in the
democratic period the contributors explore the transformation of korean social movements from the democracy campaigns of the 1970s and 1980s to the rise of civil society struggles after 1987
south korea was ruled by successive authoritarian regimes from 1948 to 1987 when the government decided to re establish direct presidential elections the book contends that the transition to a
democratic government was motivated in part by the pressure from social movement groups that fought the state to bring about such democracy after the transition however the movement groups
found themselves in a qualitatively different political context which in turn galvanized the evolution of the social movement sector including an impressive array of case studies ranging from the women



s movement to environmental ngos and from cultural production to law the contributors to this book enrich our understanding of the democratization process in korea and show that the social
movement sector remains an important player in korean politics today this book will appeal to students and scholars of korean studies asian politics political history and social movements
Two-Track Democracy in South Korea 2017-01-18 this far ranging volume offers both a broad overview of the role of the military in contemporary asia and a close look at the state of civil
military relations in sixteen asian countries it discusses these relations in countries where the military continues to dominate the political realm as well as others where it is disengaging from politics
Earthquake Disaster Simulation of Civil Infrastructures 2021-11-08 benefit from easy and quick revisions for your class 12 cbse board examinations 2022 with the help of our 10 last years solved
paper for humanities stream consisting of 8 subjects including english physical education economics political science history geography sociology and psychology our handbook will help you study well
at home why should you prepare from oswal cbse 10 last years solved papers for 12th class humanities our comprehensive handbook is a one stop solution for class 12 cbse students study
requirements and is strictly based on the latest syllabus prescribed by the board for in depth preparation of 2022 board examinations 1 yearwise solved board papers from 2013 2020 2 all sets of
delhi outside delhi included 3 multiple subject papers in one book 4 facilitates easy and quick last minute revision 5 solutions provided in accordance with the board marking scheme 6 get accustomed
with the question types and structures which allows to cultivate more efficient answering methods 7 consists of numerous tips and tools to improve study techniques for any exam paper students can
create vision boards to establish study schedules and maintain study logs to measure their progress our guidebook can also help in providing a comprehensive overview of important topics in each
subject making it easier for students to prepare for the exams
Civil Military Interaction in Asia and Africa 2015-06-22 benefit from easy and quick revisions for your class 12 cbse board examinations 2022 with the help of our 10 last years solved paper for
commerce stream consisting of 6 subjects including english physical education mathematics accountancy economics and business studies our handbook will help you study well at home why should you
prepare from oswal cbse 10 last years solved papers for 12th class commerce our comprehensive handbook is a one stop solution for class 12 cbse students study requirements and is strictly based
on the latest syllabus prescribed by the board for in depth preparation of 2022 board examinations 1 yearwise solved board papers from 2012 2020 2 all sets of delhi outside delhi included 3 multiple
subject papers in one book 4 facilitates easy and quick last minute revision 5 solutions provided in accordance with the board marking scheme 6 get accustomed with the question types and structures
which allows to cultivate more efficient answering methods 7 consists of numerous tips and tools to improve study techniques for any exam paper students can create vision boards to establish study
schedules and maintain study logs to measure their progress our guidebook can also help in providing a comprehensive overview of important topics in each subject making it easier for students to prepare
for the exams
Complexity, Security and Civil Society in East Asia 2006-04-27 studies in the contract laws of asia provides an authoritative account of the contract law regimes of selected asian jurisdictions
including the major centres of commerce where limited critical commentaries have been published in the english language each volume in the series aims to offer an insider s perspective into specific areas of
contract law remedies formation parties contents vitiating factors change of circumstances illegality and public policy and explores how these diverse jurisdictions address common problems
encountered in contractual disputes a concluding chapter draws out the convergences and divergences and other themes all the asian jurisdictions examined have inherited or adopted the common law or
civil law models of european legal systems scholars of legal transplant will find a mine of information on how received law has developed after the initial adaptation and transplant process including
the mechanisms of and influences affecting these developments at the same time many points of convergence emerge these provide good starting points for regional harmonization projects volume iii of this
series deals with the contents of contracts and unfair terms in the laws of china hong kong india indonesia japan korea malaysia myanmar the philippines singapore taiwan thailand and vietnam typically
each jurisdiction is covered in two chapters the first deals with the contents of contracts and how contractual terms are identified and interpreted the second deals with unfair terms the situations
where the law will interfere in matters of unfairness relating to contract terms and legal responses to unfair terms
Gender and Social Policy in a Global Context 2011-11-25 examines a range of contemporary social and cultural conflicts in east asia and the echoes they have throughout the world
Mechanics, Models and Methods in Civil Engineering 2008 1 magbook series deals with the preliminary examinations for civil series 2 it s a 2 in 1 series offers advantages of both magazine and book 3 the
entire syllabus of general science divided into 25 chapters 4 focuses on the topics and trends of question asked in previous years questions 5 offers chapterwise practice and well detailed explanations
the previous years questions 6 more than 3000 mcqs for the revision of the topics 7 5 practice sets and 2 previous years solved papers sets for thorough practice 8 the book uses easy language for
quick understanding fresh and new like a magazine deep comprehensive like a book here s presenting the revised edition of magbook general science that is designed to provide complete syllabus of general
studies portion of the upsc and state pcs examination serving as resource book it proves to be an extremely useful tool for the aspirants as the book is divided into 4 sections covering all the topics in
a concise and note format apart from paying attention to theories sheer focus is given to the topics trends of questions provided in previous years civil services exams chapterwise practice questions
are also mentioned to help students in easy remembrance and quick revision and lastly subjectwise detailed explanations of previous civil services exams including topical coverage of syllabus and
previous years questions with more than 3000 mcqs this magbook of general science is a must for civil services pre examination state pcs and other competitive exams toc physics chemistry biology
science and technology appendix practice sets 1 5 previous years solved papers set 1 previous years solved papers set 2
Korean Workers and Neoliberal Globalization 2011-06-01
South Korean Social Movements 2002
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